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pickup and classifying element from the time the 
coins are picked up until they are discharged, 
there is little opportunity for the coins becoming 
jammed. " 

In prior machines of the turret type, coins 
are picked up and then transferred into the tur 
ret, with the coins not in contact with support 
ing surfaces at all times during their movement. 
The coins are thus not fully guided and jamming 
frequently occurs. In my machine, each coin is 
Supported on its face from the time the coin is 
removed from the hopper until the instant Of 
discharge and the complete guidance and Support 
afforded the coins reduce the possibility of their 
becoming wedged or leaving the paths of travel 
which they are intended to take. 
My machine is so constructed that Only one 

coin can be picked up in each recess and that Coin 
travels through an arc of approximately 540° in 
the machine. Throughout the first half of this 
movement, the coin is in a pickup recess and just 
before this coin would again enter the mass in the 
receptacle, it is passed to the rear face of the 
pickup and classifying element, and enters one 
of the classifying slots. The coin remains at rest 
in this slot through a movement of approximately 
180° and then on further movement, the coin 
begins to move inwardly along the slot to aSSume 
a, position of rest determined by its size. The 
coin slides along a flat surface in contact with 
a, smooth edge of the slot and eventually COn 
tacts with a shoulder on the other edge, this 
shoulder supporting the coin in its proper posi 
tion determined by its denomination. While the 

· coin is advancing along its path with the plate 
after such classification, it is counted and then 
discharged into the chute which delivers it into 
its appropriate b0x. 
The machine is of simple, relatively inexpen 

sive construction and does not include the large 
'number of highly machined parts Customarily 
present in such devices. It functions efficiently 
and rapidly and may be used for long periods 
of time without becoming jammed or requiring 
any attention. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a coin sorting machine, a plate mounted 

for rotation and having coin pick-up recesses in 
one face, classifying slots in the other face, each 
slot communicating near one end with a recess 
and decreasing in width in successive steps to 
ward the center of said plate, and concentric 
slots intersecting said classifying slots, each of 
the concentric slots registering with one of the 
steps in each classifying slot. 

2. Tn a machine for handling coins, the combi 
nation of a receptacle for a mass of unsorted 
coins, a plate mounted for rotation and having 
one face forming a wall of the receptacle, Said 
face being formed with pick-up recesses, each 
adapted to receive one coin at a time with said 
coin lying with its faces parallel to the face of 
said plate, classifying slots in the other face of 
said plate, each slot communicating at its outer 
end with a recess and extending inwardly from 
the periphery of said plate, each slot having a 
flat bottom lying parallel t0 the plane of Said 
plate and being adapted to receive a coin from 
Said communicating recess, said slot being of 
gradually decreasing width inwardly from said 
periphery, means engaging One face of each Con 
in a slot and supporting Said coin therein while 
permitting it to move invardly along Said slot, 
concentric slots in Said plate intersecting said 

! ; classifying slots, and means entering said con 

3 
centric slots and actuated by said coins for 
counting them. · 

3. In a machine for handling coins, the com 
bination of a receptacle for a mass of unSorted 
coins, a plate mounted for rotation and having 
one face forming a wall of the receptacle, Said 
face being formed with pick-up receSSeS, each 
adapted to receive one coin at a time with Said 
coin lying with its faces parallel to the face of 
said plate, classifying slots in the other face of 85 
said plate, each slot communicating at itS Outer 
end with a recess and extending inwardly with 
a gradually decreasing width from the periph 
ery of said plate, each slot having a flat bottom 
lying parallel to the plane of the plate and be 
ing adapted to receive a coin from Said Col!1- 
municating recess, means engaging One face Of 
each coin in a slot and Supporting Said Coin 
therein while permitting it to move inwardly 
along said slot, concentric slots formed in the 
face of the plate in which Said classifying Slots 
are formed, said concentric Slots intersecting 
said classifying slots, and means entering Said 
concentric Slots for removing the classified CoinS 
from Said classifying slotS. 

4. In a machine for handling coins, the com 
bination of a receptacle for a mass of unSorted 
coins, a plate mounted for rotation and having 
one face forming a wall of the receptacle and 
in contact with said coins, Said face being formed 105 
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with pick-up recesses, each adapted to receive 
one coin at a time with said coin lying with itS 
faces parallel to the face of Said plate, classify 
ing slots in the other face of said plate extend 
ing inward from the periphery thereof, each slot 110 
communicating at its outer end with a recess 
and being of gradually decreasing width inward 
from said periphery, each slot having a fiat bot 
tom para!lel to the plane of said plate and being 
adapted to receive a coin from Said Communi 
cating recess, a stationary plate having a face 
engaging one face of each Coin in a Slot and Sup 
porting said coin while permitting it to move in 
wardly along said slot as said first plate rotates, 
concentric slots in said other face of the rotat- 120 
ing plate intersecting Said classifying Slots, and 
means entering Said concentric slots and actu 
ated by the coins in said classifying slots for 
counting them. 

5. In a machine for handling coins, the com- 125 
bination of a receptacle for a mass of unsorted 
coins, a plate mounted for rotation and having 
one face forming a wall of Said receptacle and 
in contact with said coins, Said plate being 
formed with pick-up recesses extending through 
it and open at Said face, each pick-up recess be 
ing adapted to receive one coin at a time, a plate 
underlying said recesses and Supporting the coins 
therein with their faces parallel to the face of 
said plate, classifying slots in the other face of 135 
said plate extending inwardly from the periph 
ery thereof, each slot intersecting one of said 
recesses at its outer end and being of gradually 
decreasing width invardly from said periphery, 
each slot having a flat bottom parallel to the 
plane of said plate and being adapted to receive 
a coin from said recess which it intersects, a. 
plate beneath said slots having a face engaging 
one face of each coin in a slot and supporting 
said coin while permitting it to move invardly í5 
along said slot, concentric slots in said other 
face of the rotating plate intersecting said class 
ifying slots, and means entering Said concentric 
slots and actuated by Said COins in Said classify 
ing slots for counting them. 
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6. In a machine for handlíng coins, the com 

bination of a receptacle for a mass of unSOrted 
coins, a plate mounted for rotation and having 
One face forming a wall of said receptacle and 
in contact with said coins, said plate being formed 
with pick-up recesses extending through it, and 
Open at Said face, each pick-up recess being 
adapted to receive one coin at a time, a plate 
underlying said recesses and supporting the coins 
therein with their faces parallel to the face of 
Said plate, classifying slots in the other face of 
said plate extending inwardly from the periph 
ery thereof, each slot intersecting one of said re 
Cesses at its outer end and being of gradually 
decreasing width inwardly from said periphery, 
each slot having a flat bottom parallel to the 
plane of said plate and being adapted to receive 
a coin from Said recess which intersects, a plate 
beneath Said Slots having a face engaging one 
face of each coin in a slot and supporting said 
coin while permitting it to move invardly along 
Said slot, cOncentric Slots in Said other face of 
the rotating plate intersecting Said classifying 
Slots, and means entering Said concentric Slots 
for removing the classified coins from said classi 
fying slots. 

7. In a machine for handling coins, the combi 
nation of a receptacle for unsorted coins, a plate 
mounted for rotation and having one face form 
ing a wall of the receptacle and in contact with 
said coins, said plate having pick-up recesses ex 
tending through it, each recess being adapted 

1,947,456 
to receive one coin at a, time, a stationary plate 
c00perating with Said rotating plate to Supp0rt 
the coins in said recesses, said coins lying in Said 
recesses with their faces parallel to the plane of 
Said rotating plate, and said stationary plate 
having an opening through which said coins may 
move out of said recesses, classifying slots formed 
in the other face of said rotating plate and ex 
tending inwardly from the periphery thereof with 
a gradually decreasing width, each slot, at itS 
outer end intersecting a recess and having a flat 
bottom parallel to the plane of said rotating plate, 
a plate having a face engaging One face of each 
coin in a slot, and supporting Said coin while 
permitting it to move inwardly along Said slot 
in a plane parallel to the face of said rotating 
plate, concentric Slots formed in said other face 
of the rotating plate and intersecting Said classi 
fying slots, and means entering the concentric 
slots for removing the classified coins from said 
classifying slots and discharging them Separately. 

8. In a coin-sorting machine, a plate mounted 
for rotation and having coin pick-up recesses in 
One face and classifying Slots in the other face, 
the bottoms of Said classifying slots lying paral 
lel to the plane of said plate and Said slots ex 
tending inwardly from the periphery of said 
plate with a gradually decreasing width, each 
classifying slot intersecting a pick-up recess, and 
concentric slots formed in said other face of 
said plate and intersecting Said classifying slots. 

ALFRED C. O. BOCK. 
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